CRISES  OF   THE   SIXTEENTH  CENTURY
ment of a household, became synonymous with saving. As a
result of the interplay of these contradictory conceptions the old
nobility became poorer and poorer, while the middle classes were
becoming richer and richer; but once the bourgeois had enriched
himself, he entered the nobility. Thus the 'nobility of the sword9
(noblesse de Ftpee), which had been warlike and attached to the
country-side, was gradually replaced by the 'nobility of the robe'
(noblesse de la robe], which was peace-loving and urban in character.
The French nobility increased in number, but underwent a change
of character.
jthe  'roturiers '
All those who were not nobles were included under the term
roturier, which made its appearance during the sixteenth century;
these formed the mass of the population, referred to in the
assemblies of the State by the official name of tiers etat, or Third
Estate.
A distinct class, occupying an intermediate grade between the
nobility and the people, gradually took shape among this mass -
a class to which the name bourgeois was in future confined in
France. It included all those living on an independent income,
or by a profession involving very little manual labour.1 It con-
tained a whole series of social grades, corresponding to differences
of wealth or professional status. At the head of it came those
holding a royal office in the judicial or financial departments,
who were as a rule exempt from the tattle, and the 'financiers',
who carried on transactions with the king with a view to providing
him with money. Almost the same rank was occupied by rich
landowners in the country districts, who lived in the style of
nobles and were often referred to as 'noble homme* (noble man),
as well as by the shipowners in the seaports and the richest mer-
chants in the towns. A rank sometimes equal to these, but more
often inferior, was that occupied by men whose profession pre-
supposed certain studies, vouched for by a university degree
(though this was often obtained by purchase and without adequate
examination), such as lawyers, physicians,, and a few university
* This conception is so exclusively French that Socialists of other countries
have had to preserve the term in its French form; while in German texts printed
ua gothic type it is even printed in Roman type.
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